
 

You can make your next movie night a little spookier as you watch Bollywood's best horror movies. Horror movies have been around for as long as there have been movies, but they've never found much love from the Indian film industry. From the 1960s onwards, Indian cinema was dominated by musicals and melodramas, which were seen as being more "respectable" than gothic-chic celluloid tales
of dark, supernatural terrors. Thanks to the pre-liberalisation era censor board, Indian filmmakers weren't allowed to scare their audiences with the blood and guts that thrives in these stories. This helped them sidestep the censors, and gave birth to independent horror movies such as the monster hit Nag (1988). The success of Nag spawned an entire subgenre of India's independent cinema scene. Called
"Bhoot" movies, they followed the same format as Nag – they were high on gore, low on logic. But unlike Nag, which was a box office hit because of its novelty value, most Bhoot movies sank without a trace. Bhoot movies were made on shoestring budgets, with the most popular of them being Vishesh Films' series in the 90s that started with Raat (1992) and Ghulam (1998) and starring a then-
unknown Manisha Koirala. Bhoot movies were normally set in foggy, abandoned places with a haunted house backdrop, and they played on established fears such as ghosts, demons or evil spirits. This slideshow requires JavaScript. But the Best Bollywood horror movie is Khooni Murdaa , It was released in 1974 by Ramesh Talwar. The movie is about the supernatural horror of vampire and ghosts.
The story is based on a system of vampire society in medieval India where vampire clans ruled over India, controlling their subjects by fear. The head of the clan has to be a person who was given immortality. Lord Nandkishore(Vinod Khanna) was the ruler of the vampires who had achieved immortality through voodoo rituals. He was killed by his son Nandkishore (Vinod Khanna) to preserve his
power. The son plotted to kill Lord Nandkishore’s granddaughter Sailabai(Suseela) who had also been given immortality. One of the most famous Bollywood horror movies is Saaransh. It was released in 2006 by Saregama Films. The movie was directed by debutant Arun Sharma, starring Kay Kay Menon and Sharman Joshi. The story is about a group of friends playing a game of dice, which causes a
demonic ritual to be performed on them for the sake of initiation into the demoniacal cult led by enigmatic priest Ravishankar(Kay Kay Menon).
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